TNT Wrecker
Largest Fleet in
Southeast Texas,
with five locations!

-

www.tntwrecker.com

P.O. Box 21535
Beaumont, Texas
77720
telephone:

409.842.5155
fax:
409.842.6762

Across town, across Texas, or anywhere
in the Southwest, TNT can transport virtually
any piece of equipment – even if it’s not
in working order. We specialize in delivering
to construction and busy industrial locations.
With on-time arrivals!

TNT was the carrier of choice to deliver
this new fire engine to Labelle.
Many companies find it’s more economical
to have TNT move equipment than
to do it themselves. You save on manpower,
liability and wear and tear.

When you need a piece of equipment delivered to a job site,
call TNT. With our diversified fleet of towing and transport
equipment dispatched from five locations, we can respond
reliably at any time, even on the weekends. (left)

Need to move a treasured antique? Have a run-of-the-mill
breakdown? We handle every car with the same attention to safety
and the same dedication to damage-free delivery. (right)

What does “professional
operation” mean to you
when you need assistance?
• our trained dispatchers know what
questions to ask to send out the right piece
of equipment – the first time.
• you will never get an answering machine.
• all our equipment is maintained in
operating condition for immediate service.
• our record of service going back to 1994
speaks for itself: our goal is customer
retention through excellent service.

Wherever it has to go, regardless of the operating condition,
TNT drivers can hook up and tow 24 hours a day.
We cross-train our drivers so a competent operator is always
available for a wide range of service 7 days a week, all year long.

We take pride in updating our fleet regularly and running
the best equipment available. Drivers choose and stay with TNT
longer, increasing our experience bank every day.

Our medium duty tow trucks are the most versatile trucks
in our fleet, capable of towing a wide range of trucks.

When emergency equipment is required, TNT will dispatch a special trailer with everything needed for recovery.
Shown above: air cushions uprighting a trailer safely and without further damage. TNT's skid-steer loader and portable
ramp handle off-loading, transfers of loads, and time-sensitive emergencies such as refrigerated cargo.

